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Abstract
The development of clustering analysis technology, there have
been many application-based clustering algorithms, such as text
clustering. K-means is a method of clustering observations into a
specific number of disjoint clusters. The “K” refers to the number
of clusters specified. Various distance measures exist to determine
which observation is to be appended to which cluster. The algorithm
aims at minimizing the measure between the centroid of the cluster
and the given observation by iteratively appending an observation
to any cluster and terminate when the lowest distance measure is
achieved. The two big limitations that the K-Means algorithm has,
number of cluster, K, must be determined beforehand and random
selection of initial cluster centre, proposed K-Means improved
algorithm based on the minimum rule set. This method proposed
the concept of the minimum rule covering set. In order to solve the
two big limitations of K-Means algorithm effectively. Performance
analysis between traditional k-means and improved k-means is
evaluated using Chi-Square method, Entropy and F-Measure
method.
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I. Introduction
The objective of cluster analysis is to assign observations to groups
(clusters) so that observations within each group are similar to one
another with respect to variables or attributes of interest, and the
groups themselves stand apart from one another. In other words,
the objective is to divide the observations into homogeneous and
distinct groups. In contrast to the classification problem where
each observation is known to belong to one of a number of
groups and the objective is to predict the group to which a new
observation belongs, cluster analysis seeks to discover the number
and composition of the groups. Cluster analysis is an important
research topic in the data mining field. Clustering analysis methods
commonly used are: method based on classification, method based
on hierarchical, method based on density, method based on grid
and so on.
During data analysis many a times we want to group similar
looking or behaving data points together. For example, it can be
important for a marketing campaign organizer to identify different
groups of customers and their characteristics so that he can roll
out different marketing campaigns customized to those groups
or it can be important for an educational institute to identify the
groups of students so that they can launch the teaching plans
accordingly. Classification and clustering are two fundamental
tasks which are there in data mining for long, Classification is
used in supervised learning (Where we have a dependent variable)
while clustering is used in un-supervised learning where we don’t
have any knowledge about dependent variable. Clustering helps
to group similar data points together while these groups are
significantly different from each other.
There are multiple ways to cluster the data but K-Means algorithm
is the most used algorithm. Which tries to improve the inter group
similarity while keeping the groups as far as possible from each
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other. Basically K-Means runs on distance calculations, which
again uses “Euclidean Distance” for this purpose. Euclidean
distance calculates the distance between two given points using
the following formula:
Euclidean Distance =
Above formula captures the distance in 2-Dimensional space
but the same is applicable in multi-dimensional space as well
with increase in number of terms getting added. “K” in K-Means
represents the number of clusters in which we want our data to
divide into. The basic restriction for K-Means algorithm is that
your data should be continuous in nature. It won’t work if data
is categorical in nature.
The K-means clustering algorithm (K-means clustering) [1] is
one kind of classical clustering algorithm that is proposed by Mac
Queen. The algorithm is simple and the complexity is low. The
K-means algorithm main steps are as follows:
Input: Data set D, the K-means clustering counts K
Output: Clustering results C
Step 1: Selecting k points as initial central point
Repeat
Step 2: Assigning each point to the nearest the center, forming a
k cluster. Recalculate the center of each cluster.
Until Center point does not change
Step 3: Returning clustering results C
III. Proposed work
Reading Dataset
Reading Minimum
Confidence
Finding Each
Subset in Dataset
Calculating
Confidence
Checking with
Minimum
Confidence
Adding to MRS
Obtaining Full
MRS
Obtain New
Dataset with
[Rule, Dataset]
Pair
Obtain Q2 Set
InterSection of
Q1 & D
Obtain MCS

Fig. 1: Architecture
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In fig. 1 the architecture read the dataset from frequent mining
data repository fetching age, weight etc and find the minimum
confidence. Calculate the confidence by support parameter. Then
checking the minimum confidence generating the minimum rule
set. The minimum rule set obtaining the new dataset with rule and
dataset pair. Then dataset intersected by each rule and generate
minimum covering set.
To solve the two limitations K-means algorithm has, we propose
improved K-means algorithm based on minimum cover set .
Algorithm 1: Seeking the minimum rules set
Input: Frequent closed item sets FCI, Minimum confidence
Minconf.
Output: minimum rules set MRS
For each item K in FCI
Finding all subset s in K;
For each subset s in K
If (s->K￠MRS)
Confidence=support(IK)/SUPPORT(s);
If(Confidence>=minconf)
Add s->K to MRS;

Table 2: Rules Set and Object Meeting Rules
Rules Set R
1 : BD=>C
2 : AB=>C
3 : AC=>D
4 : B=>C
5 : AB=>CD
6 : BD=>AC

Objects
1,4
1,2
1,3
1,2,4
1
1

To solve the limitation (requiring the user in advance to give the
desired cluster number k) of the traditional K-means algorithm,
we set K as N that is the number of elements in minimum rules
covering set r. Meanwhile, according to the corresponding object
that each of the rules has in the minimum covering set r and
computing the average value of the object in each cluster, we
can get K initial cluster. Then obtaining K initial cluster centers
and leaving a good foundation for the later K-means clustering
process.
IV. Result

Algorithm 2: Seeking the minimum rules covering set
Input: Minimum rules set MRS
Output: Minimum rules covering set MCS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Obtain the corresponding data set D' according to the minimum
rules set MRS. Form a new set Q and ensure that each item
in the set consists of {rules, data set};
Obtain its subset Q1 according to Q;
Obtain subset Q2 which is the intersection set of Q1 with the
primitive data set D;
Get subset Q3 which has least rules number in Q2;
If Q3 is not unique, then obtain the overlapped rate smallest
subset, namely MCS.

For example, data set D is as follows Table 1. Set R consists of
rules on this data set. Table 2 shows minimum rules set P getting
from R and object N meeting rules. Then we can find out rules
subset of P is r1 = {rules 1, rules 2, rules 3}, r2 = {rules 1, rules
3, rules 4}, and so on. Union of objects in these rules is D, but it
is not the rules set covering the least rules number. There is rules
subset r = {rules 3, rules 4}, which meets union of objects in r
is D, and r contains the least rules number 2.Here has only one
such set. Therefore, rules set r is the minimum rules covering set
of data set D.

x = 7.06452

y = 1762.5

Fig. 2: Time Analysis Graph
Improved K-means algorithm is more effective than the traditional
K-means algorithm. It is more time consuming compared to
traditional K-means algorithm. Using improved K-means
algorithm we get more accurate predictions in the projects related
to the society rather than using traditional K-means algorithm.

Table 1: Dataset
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Object N

Items

1

ABCD

2

ABC

3

ACD

4

BCD
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x = 1.57258

y = 18.5937

Fig. 2: Chi-Square Analysis Graph
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In fig. 3 the performance analysis is evaluated by chi-square method
better accuracy in K-means compared traditional K-means.
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Fig. 4: Entropy Analysis Graph
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In fig. 4 the performance analysis is evaluated by entropy method
better improvement in K-means compared traditional K-means.
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Fig. 5: F1-measure Analysis Graph
In fig. 5 the performance analysis is evaluated by F1-measure
method better performance in K-means compared traditional
K-means.
IV. Conclusion
We propose improved K-means algorithm based on the minimum
rule set. In order to solve limitations of traditional K-means
algorithm. Firstly number of cluster, K, must be determined
beforehand and random selection of initial cluster centre. We
can see that the K-means algorithm based on the minimum rule
set is more effective than the traditional K-means algorithm.
Performance analysis between traditional k-means and improved
k-means is evaluated by chi-square method, Entropy and F-measure
method.
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